NATURE-BASED WORKSHOPS
CUSTOM-TAILORED
FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN
ORIGINAL CURRICULUM
EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS
PRESENTATION KITS & WEBINARS

FEATURED PROGRAM TOPICS FOR 2018
Native Bees in Our Backyards

European honey bees take a backseat to the almost 4,000 species of bees native
to North America. Learn about the lives of these pollination machines through
an exploration of common species and the habitat each require for nesting and
survival.

Beneficial Insects and Animals

Explore bees, beetles, butterflies, flies, wasps, and ants, along with certain bats
and birds that assist in pollination. Some also provide seed carrying and
distribution, which is essential to our environment. Finally, explore common
garden pests and the native predators that are better than pesticides.

Butterfly Basics

From caterpillar to cocoon, and from migration to motherhood, delve into the
complex life and life-cycles of butterflies. Many species of our native butterflies
have preferred host plants that they use to lay their young. Discover more about
these beautiful pollinators and how you can support them.

Plants for Pollinators

Creating a pollinator garden requires more than just planting flowers, although
those are a great start! Learn how to create a pollinator garden that provides
forage and habitat year round for a variety of pollinators, along with other
beneficial insects and animals.

Recreating Lost Habitat

Farms, schools, businesses, and individuals can take part in saving and restoring
habitat that supports populations of struggling beneficial insects and animals.
Gain an understanding of the many problems facing our native wildlife and what
you can do to help.

Interactive Activities
• Paint/color your own native
bee or butterfly cabin
• Create seed bombs

Spriggly’s can provide the common core standards met in each curriculum if needed
for school-aged children.

• Plant a pollinator garden at
your site

Don’t see a nature-based program topic that suits your needs?
Spriggly’s create the course that’s perfect for you.

• Make native bee nesting tubes
with colorful craft paper

NATURE-BASED PROGRAMS
STANDARD PRICING
Talk/Workshop Rates
Handouts included

30 minutes: $75
45 minutes: $100
1 hour: $125
Each additional 15 minutes: $25

Interactive Activities

The prices below are an additional per student cost
Paper Bee House: $1
Seed Bombs: $5
Paint-Your-Own
Wooden Bee Room: $5
Wooden Itty Bitty Bee Cabin: $15 each
Wooden Butterfly/Bee Cabin: $30 each

POLLINATOR AND WILDLIFE EXHIBITS

EDUCATIONAL • FUNCTIONAL • ENVIRONMENTAL
Become a part of the solution! Use your space as an
opportunity to educate, build awareness for wildlife,
and recreate habitat through a living exhibit.

Spriggly’s bee cabins are made from reclaimed and recycled wood

Each Spriggly’s exhibit is specifically designed for your space and
includes informational signage. Exhibits can include housing for
native bees, birds, butterflies, and bats, along with pollinator
gardens and/or habitat restoration. Spriggly’s also creates exhibits
highlighting other types of wildlife, conservation, and general
environmental awareness; each exhibit is handcrafted
specifically for your site.

For scheduling, availability, and further information

info@sprigglys.com
www.sprigglys.com

Spriggly’sBeescaping

